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Adaptive boost pressure control for four-stroke
diesel engine marine application in presence of
dynamic uncertainties
Sergey Samokhin, Jari Hyytiä, Kai Zenger, Olli Ranta, Otto Blomstedt, and Martti Larmi

Abstract—Robustness of the control system in marine
engines with respect to its time-varying dynamics has recently become an important research topic. The variation
of dynamics, caused primarily by the mechanical wear of
components or their faults originating from tough operating
condition, can lead to the overall control system instability
(or marginal stability, depending on how severe the variation
is). The biggest issue is that the marine engines cannot
always be fixed fast enough (especially on large cargo vessels,
spending hundreds of hours cruising). In this work, a control
adaptation (indirect model-reference adaptive control) is
proposed to deal with the engine parameter variation in
a way that the original system response is preserved. The
stability and robustness of the proposed control system
are studied by means of numerical simulations. Finally,
the performance of the control concept is validated on the
medium-speed diesel engine testbed at constant speed under
load transients. Superior performance compared to fixedparameter PI-control is demonstrated.
Index Terms—Diesel engine, adaptive control, mechanical
wear, MRAC, robustness, experimental evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The parameter variation of internal combustion engines throughout their life-cycle represents additional
complexity for automatic control systems. Such variation
can typically originate from the mechanical wear and
tear of engine components (e.g., natural or caused by
external disturbance, including rough seas [1]). Thus,
the resultant engine dynamics may become significantly
different from the nominal ones leading to the overall
degraded engine performance, including increased fuel
consumption and emission production and in the worst
case rough running, hunting or stalling. These problems
occur due to inability of controllers with fixed tuning parameters (e.g., classical proportional-integral (PI)
controllers) to provide predefined engine performance
for the process with updated dynamics, including, for
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example, altered transient response (slower/faster riseand settling time, gain variations), measurement delay
and actuator stiction [2], [3].
As the environmental regulations imposed by the
international maritime organization (IMO) are getting
increasingly stringent [4], the problem of the control
system adaptation to time-varying engine dynamics has
recently become an important topic among the marine
engine manufacturers and several large-scale research
projects have been established [5], [6]. Such time-varying
dynamics or parameters caused by the mechanical wear
or aging of engine components is essentially a relatively slow process. While still being undesirable and
obviously capable of causing control issues (e.g., poor
reference tracking), such variation of parameters is a
minor issue for the automotive industry, where the faulty
components can be replaced relatively quick and easy.
However, this is not the case for marine industry where
large cargo vessels can spend hundreds of hours sailing
in the sea [7], [8] and the immediate maintenance is not
always possible. Moreover, an on-the-spot maintenance
might require to bring vessel to a full stop, which can
cause safety issues, especially if on busy routes [9], [10].
Additional issues for marine diesel engines come from
their typical driving cycle which is significantly different
to the one of the automotive engines [7]. While full
load conditions for a city car can typically occur during
rapid acceleration, some of the marine engines spend
a large part of their operating time in such conditions
(e.g., 75-90% load for large two-stroke engines) [11]. Consequently, the engine components experience increased
levels of stress as compared to the automotive engines
and the operating parameters can change as a result. It
can be concluded that the marine engines are subjects
to considerably less dynamic operation in comparison
to the automotive engines but are operated heavily for
prolonged periods of time.
One popular way of dealing with the problem of parameter variation is to utilize the robust control approach
which takes into account process uncertainties [12]. Although very powerful, this approach inevitably compromises the closed-loop response of the engine under nominal conditions in order to provide the desired robustness
margin and keep it stable in case of parameter variation.
A different approach to solving this problem is to
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design a controller which provides desired performance
for the nominal case and then to adapt its parameters accordingly if the engine behavior changes. In this work, a
solution is provided by the class of controllers known as
model reference adaptive control (MRAC) which utilizes
a linear model of the desired closed-loop response and
updates the control parameters in a way that this response is maintained whenever possible. Specifically, indirect version of MRAC is implemented which includes
both controller and identifier and allows for flexibility in
choosing schemes for their implementation [13].
To the authors’ knowledge very few publication have
addressed the problem of control adaptation within the
marine industry. These include control adaptation to
varying measurement delay of UEGO sensor in adaptive
closed-loop lambda control [14], adaptive engine speed
control where the adaptation to uncertain load changes
is considered [15] and nonlinear adaptive control of
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) [16], [17]. Nevertheless,
a variety of approaches to the adaptation of controller
parameters has been studied within the automotive industry. However, as mentioned above, the components
degradation is not the biggest issue for automotive
engines and, therefore, the adaptive control has been
viewed from another perspective. Mostly, adaptation
to variation of engine dynamics at different operating
points (OP) has been evaluated. These include adaptive
and learning controllers [18], model predictive control
with the adaptation of model time-delays at different
engine OP [19], adaptive parameter estimation for feedforward control [20], adaptive internal model control for
boost pressure regulation [21].
In this work, the goal is to evaluate the possibility of
control adaptation to changes in engine dynamics due to
mechanical wear or aging of components. Such wear or
aging is essentially a very slow process and, in practice,
is suitable for adaptive controllers which work best with
slowly time-varying processes. While there are many
moving components that can be affected by mechanical
wear, we choose to demonstrate the adaptation on the
example of a degraded actuator of the variable geometry
turbocharger (VGT). The actuator degradation is implemented numerically rather than physically in order to
allow for repeatable and reliable testing and avoid extra
costs related to the actuator damage. We point out that
the indirect MRAC does not require specific information
on the fault origins, type, size, etc., and therefore the case
study carried out in this work can be easily translated on
faults other than the VGT actuator dynamics variation.
The verification and tuning of the adaptive controller
is done via numerical simulations in Matlab/Simulink
with the physics-based engine model, built using the
well-known mean-value engine modeling (MVEM) technique [22]–[24]. The model is verified in steady-state as
well as during transients with the data obtained from
the engine testbed. The use of such physics-based model
allows to evaluate the effect of the parameter variation
on the outputs of interest and tune the controllers ac-
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TABLE I
E NGINE TESTBED CHARACTERISTICS

Type
General data
Power
Torque
Turbocharger
EGR
Dynamometer
Control interface

Turbocharged common rail diesel engine
In-line 4 cylinders, 4-stroke, 4.4 L
115 kW @ 2200 rpm
600 Nm @ 1400 rpm
VGT
No
Electromagnetic
NI LabVIEW full engine control

cordingly.
Any variation of the process parameters implies the
possibility of controller going unstable. Therefore, the
robustness and stability of the control system have to be
evaluated before deploying the controller to the engine
testbed. It is clear that to prove these analytically for
the nonlinear system regulated in closed-loop with the
linear time-varying (LTV) adaptive controller is a nontrivial task. Therefore, the robustness and stability of the
designed controller is confirmed via simulations with the
full-order nonlinear model.
Finally, the adaptive controller is verified on the engine testbed in a series of experiments. Rapid prototyping of the controller is done in Labview while the controller itself is implemented in Simulink. The robustness
to the variation of the actuator dynamics is assessed for
the adaptive and fixed-parameter PI-controllers where
the latter serves as a baseline controller for comparison.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section II the engine configuration alongside with
its physics-based model is presented and the validation
is done with the measured data. Section III presents
the design procedure of the adaptive control system,
including the model linearization and control algorithm
implementation. The stability of the control system under nominal dynamics is also discussed. The adaptive
control system is tuned and its performance, stability
and robustness is evaluated numerically in Section IV.
Finally, in Section V the adaptive controller is validated
with on-engine tests and its performance is compared to
the fixed-parameter control approach (PI-controller). The
work is concluded in Section VI.
II. E NGINE DESCRIPTION AND MODELING
The engine testbed used for evaluating the designed
controller consists of 4.4 liter 4-cylinders CI diesel engine linked to electromagnetic dynamometer. The variable geometry turbocharger is installed to regulate the
boost pressure. Exhaust gas recirculation is not present
in this engine layout. The testbed characteristics are
summarized in Table I. The block diagram demonstrating closed-loop boost pressure control configuration is
shown in Fig. 1.
The boost pressure set-point psp
i = f (ωe , Me ) is taken
from the engine map and depends on the current engine
operating point described by rotational speed ωe and
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Ri Ti
(Wci − Wie )
Vi
Rx Tx
(Wie + Wf − Wvgt )
ṗx =
Vx
1
Ṗc = (Pvgt − Pc )
τc
1
ω̇e = (Me − Ml )
J
ṗi =

VGT

-

Controller

MAP
sensor

C

Dyno

(1)

T

Wci =
Fig. 1. Block-diagram of the closed-loop boost pressure control for
CI engine. Boost pressure set-point is taken from the optimal map
psp
i = f (ωe , Me ). The mass flows used in modeling are denoted Wxx .
C stands for the compressor, T for the variable geometry turbine. The
states of the model air- (ṗi , ṗx , Ṗc ) and fuel-path (ω̇e ) are also marked.

load Me . In this work, the map is taken as is from
the manufacturer. Initially, the control tuning is done
by means of numerical simulation in order to save
the testbed operating time. Thus, a reliable controloriented model of the engine needs to be constructed.
The physics-based modeling approach is preferred as it
allows to evaluate the effect of parameter variation on
process dynamics in a realistic way as compared to the
black-box identified models. In addition, the model will
allow to assess the controller adaptation to the parameter
variation which is hard to perform directly on the testbed
without prior simulation.
A. First-principles model
The fourth-order physics-based model of the engine
is developed using the standard mean-value modeling
technique (interested reader is referred to [22]–[24] for
more details on MVEM). Such model has been shown to
accurately represent the main engine dynamics which is
important for the realistic simulation and control system
testing before deploying it to the actual engine testbed.
The model consists of 3 states (intake pi and exhaust
px pressure and the compressor power Pc ) describing
the engine air-path (as suggested in [25]) and one state
(engine rotational speed ωe ) describing the fuel-path and
is shown in Eq. 1. The air- and fuel-path sub-models are
described below.
1) Air-path sub-model: the mass flows are denoted as
Wxx and are shown in Eq. 2, where the subscript
xx can be ci (compressor→intake), ie (intake→exhaust),
vgt (turbocharger), f (fuel). The time-dependency (t) in
the model equations is omitted for simplicity. The flow
correction coefficient ψ(·) is defined in [23].
The dynamics of the VGT are described by the power
transfer between the turbine and compressor with time
constant τc as proposed in [25]. The power of the turbine
Pvgt is defined as

 µx 
pa
Pvgt = ηt Wvgt cp Tx 1 −
(3)
px

Ta cp,i

η c Pc
 µc
pi
pa


−1

Vd ωe pi
ηv (ωe , pi , . . .)
v2πRi Ti
px
= Avgt f (u∗vgt ) √
ψt (pr,t )
Rx Tx

Wie =
Wvgt

(2)

where the turbine efficiency is defined as ηt .
The turbine ηt and compressor ηc efficiencies as well as
intake Ti and exhaust Tx temperatures are kept constant
during numerical simulations. This is obviously a crude
approximation and the above mentioned parameters
vary at different engine operating conditions. However,
such approximation has been shown to catch the relevant
engine dynamics within the narrow range of speeds
investigated in this work.
2) Fuel-path sub-model: the engine torque Me is inversely proportional to engine speed ωe and also depends on the amount of injected fuel Wf and indicated
engine efficiency ηi
Me =

Wf Hi
ηi (ωe , λ)
ωe

(4)

where Hi is the lower heating value of the fuel, the
indicated efficiency is defined as ηi (ωe , λ) = (a1 +
a2 ωe + a3 ωe2 )(1 − a4 λa5 ) and λ is the normalized airfuel ratio [22]. Also, the engine volumetric efficiency is
taken from [22] as the second-order speed-polynomial
ηv = av1 + av2 ωe + av3 ωe2 , where a1 . . . a5 as well as
av1 . . . av3 are the tuning parameters.
In this work, standard PI controller is used for closedloop control of engine rotational speed ωe (which is
measured), where the fuel mass flow Wf is regarded
as control input in numerical simulations (i.e. Wf is the
output of the PI controller).
Dynamics that are the most relevant for this work
from the control point of view are the intake manifold
(or boost) pressure pi (t) and the engine speed ωe (t).
These two together are capable of describing the engine
operation sufficiently well for the control design and
at the same time providing a room for physics-based
analysis of dynamics variation.
3) Control goal: the main goal of this work is to
regulate the intake manifold pressure pi to the desired
set-point psp
i by changing guide vanes of the VGT with
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Fig. 2. Operating principle of the VGT guide vanes actuator. The
desired position is generated by the boost pressure controller. The
actuator position is limited by the discretization step of 0.2 V (∼ 5%)

the control signal uvgt in spite of the engine dynamics
variation when the engine is run at constant speed
subject to load disturbance (marine application operating
scenario).

B. Actuator modeling
1) Nominal dynamics: the actuator used to drive the
guide vanes of the VGT is modeled in this section. The
full operating range of VGT actuation from closed (0%)
to open (100%) corresponds to 0 and 4.2 V, respectively.
However, this particular actuator can only operate at
discrete time instances with the increment of δact = 0.2
V within that range as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, there
is a limited amount of positions uact the actuator can
take, and it remains static unless the desired control
signal exceeds the nearest mechanically possible actuator
position. Therefore, the actual position of the actuator is
always delayed after the desired control signal.
We point out that while this kind of actuation prevents
the excessive movement of the actuator and reduces
mechanical wear, the downside is the inability of the
controller to settle down if the desired VGT position
(generated by controller) happens to be in between
the physically possible ones (which is often the case).
This creates additional difficulty for the control system,
introducing a sort of an actuator stiction.
The nominal dynamics of the actuator can be described by the following first-order transfer function
Gact (s) =

u∗vgt
1
=
uvgt
τact s + 1

(5)

with the nominal time-constant τact . The control signal
generated by the controller is denoted as uvgt and the
actual control affecting the system is u∗vgt .
2) Altered dynamics: the dynamics variation dealt with
in this work is assumed to affect the actuator via altering
its nominal transfer function in the following way
Gtotal
act (s) = Gact (s)

1
δτact,max s + 1

(6)

where the time constant is chosen as δτact,max = 2 sec.
The comparison of the original and degraded response
of the VGT actuator is shown in Fig. 3.

input
nominal
altered

0.8
0.7
0.6

Time (sec)

Actuator dynamics

0.9

VGT opening

VGT actuator operation

70

4

50

55

Time (sec)

60

65

Fig. 3. Dynamics of the VGT actuator. Commanded input is shown
together with the actual actuator position. The degraded actuator is
represented with the process Gtotal
act .

C. Model validation with experimental data
The physics-based air and fuel-path model has been
validated with the measured data from the engine
testbed. In order to be used for the control design,
the model has to provide reasonable match for the
dynamics of interest (e.g., speed and boost pressure)
during transients and also in steady-state. The values for
the physical engine parameters, including dimensions
(e.g., manifold volumes, bore, stroke, etc.) and thermodynamic parameters (e.g., specific gas constants, heat
ratios) are known. Thus, the tuning parameters a1 . . . a5
as well as av1 . . . av3 are used to fit the experimental data.
The engine on-board cargo vessels operates presumably at constant rotational speed disturbed by the load
transients [7]. Thus, the model parameter estimation
and validation is done in the operating region around
the chosen engine speed of 1200 . . . 1600 rpm and load
range of 100 . . . 300 Nm with transients of 50 Nm. Both
estimation and validation is done with the engine speed
controlled in a closed-loop with PI controller. The boost
pressure pi is controlled in an open-loop for estimation
and in a closed-loop for validation and is discussed
below.
1) Estimation: the unknown parameters are estimated
using the Matlab parameter estimation toolbox. The
estimation data together with the model prediction for
speed 1400 rpm and load transients is demonstrated in
Fig. 4. The achieved match is considered sufficient for the
control design purposes as the transient response and the
speed-load interaction are captured well.
The experimental data in Fig. 4 demonstrated insignificant speed fluctuations in steady-state which resulted
from the interaction with the control-loop not considered
in the simple model used here (i.e. common rail fuel
pressure control). In addition, experimental data shows
that the speed fluctuations at high load are stronger than
those at lower load. These stem from the nonlinearities
related to the CR fuel injection system which is not
modeled here and, therefore, are not caught well in the
present model (where disturbances in speed are of the
same amplitude at various loads).
Figure 5 shows the data match for the measured and
modeled response of the boost pressure when the turbocharger is controlled in an open-loop, and speed and
load are constant. The non-linearity of the boost pressure
can be clearly seen as the effect of the turbocharger gets
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Fig. 4. Parameter estimation data. Measured and modeled data is
plotted for constant speed ωe = 1400 rpm (top) and load transients
Me (bottom) of 50 Nm in the range of 100 . . . 300 Nm.
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Fig. 5. Parameter estimation data. Open-loop measured and modeled
boost pressure comparison at ωe = 1400 rpm and Me = 200 Nm (top).
VGT actuator position u∗vgt is also shown (bottom).

higher with smaller openings. The parabolic function of
the form
f (u∗vgt ) = 0.22 + 0.43u∗vgt + 0.37(u∗vgt )2

(7)

was fitted to obtain good steady-state data fit for the
modeled boost pressure. It can be seen in Eq. 2 that the
function f (u∗vgt ) affects how the control signal u∗vgt alters
the effective area Avgt of the VGT and thereby the mass
flow Wvgt through it.
The function is plotted in Fig. 6 against the desired
VGT control signal and it can be clearly seen that most
of the curvature appears at low openings while the VGT
behavior is almost linear at larger openings.
2) Validation: in order to validate the model, another
set of data has been recorded at two different speed setpoints of 1200 and 1600 rpm and same load transients.
Figure 7 shows that the match between the model and
the experimental data is similar to the one obtained
during estimation in Fig. 4.
In addition, the validation data for the boost-pressure
is shown in Fig. 8. In this figure, the boost-pressure was
controlled in a closed-loop using a PI-controller while
the engine was operated at constant speed and load

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Model validation

2000
1500
1000
50

100

150

200

250

400

300

set-point
measurement
model

200
0
50

100

150

Time (sec)

200

250

300

Fig. 7. Model validation data. Measured and modeled data is plotted
for constant speed ωe = 1200 and ωe = 1600 rpm (top) and load
transients Me (bottom) of 50 Nm in the range of 100 . . . 300 Nm.

transients. The boost-pressure set-point psp
i was taken
from the engine control map f (ωe , Me ). Note that, the
set-point psp
appear to vary like a dynamic variable
i
because it is a function of the engine speed ωe .
Figure 8 shows that the match between measured and
modeled boost pressure pi as well as between the control
signals (i.e. real and modeled VGT actuator position) is
satisfactory.
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Fig. 6. Quadratic function fitted for VGT opening to obtain a good
match between modeled pmodel
and measured pmeas
boost pressure.
i
i
The behavior of the VGT opening is almost linear at large openings
while most of the curvature is in the low uvgt range. The dashed line
denotes linear function of uvgt for comparison.
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Fig. 8. Model validation. Measured and modeled data is plotted for
the boost pressure pi (corresponds to the OP shown in Fig. 4). VGT
actuator position u∗vgt is also shown (bottom).

III. C ONTROL DESIGN
This section presents the control design procedure
of the indirect adaptive controller. The analysis of
the designed adaptive control system (process-observercontroller) is done using the linear time-invariant (LTI)
approximation of the physics-based model (Eq. 1-7).
The stability property of the indirect adaptive control
algorithm is briefly discussed based on the linear approximation of the process.
A. Linearization
The model linearization is done using the Taylor series
expansion. In order to perform the linearization, we
first represent the physics-based model from Eq. 1-7 as
nonlinear state-space equations
ẋ(t) = f (x(t), u(t)) + q

(8a)

z(t) = x1 (t) + r

(8b)

where z is the controlled output and the process and
measurement noises are defined as q ∼ N (0, Q1 ) and
r ∼ N (0, Q2 ), respectively. The vectors of the states as
well as the process input and output are defined as
T

ωe
, → combined states
x = pi px Pc |
|{z}
{z
}
|
fuel-path
air-path
u = uvgt → control input
z = pi → measured output,
(9)
respectively.
The linearized matrices A(t) and B(t) represent the
Jacobians of the nonlinear state function f (x(t), u(t))
with respect to states and inputs
A(t) =

∂f
∂x

B(t) =
xlp ,uvgt,lp

∂f
∂u

(10)
xlp ,uvgt,lp

where xlp and uvgt,lp define the linearization point (LP).
The controlled output is the intake manifold pressure pi ,
and the output C matrix is therefore formed as


C= 1 0 0 0 .
(11)
The linear-time varying state-space model can now be
written
ẋ4×1 = A(t)x4×1 + B(t)u
z = Cx4×1 .

(12)

where A(t) ∈ R4×4 and B(t) ∈ R4×1 . However, a
linear time-invariant transfer function is required for the
adaptive control design. It can be derived via using the
well-known equality G(s) = C(sI − A)−1 B and fixing
the obtained matrices A and B at each point defined by
the VGT opening uvgt .
The order of the obtained 4th system is reduced via
using the balanced order reduction method. The goal is
to reduce the order in such a way that the response of
the model is preserved over the low frequency range of

6
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the step response of the linear and nonlinear
model at two linearization points is demonstrated (VGT). The larger
step corresponds to VGT position 60 → 50% and smaller 100 → 90%.
The linear model is stable and minimum-phase within the engine
operating range.

interest. In our case a second order approximation of the
full order model has been found to be accurate and will
be therefore used for control design and analysis.
The resultant transfer function at each LP is defined
as
s − z1
.
(13)
G(s)|uvgt = k
(s − p1 )(s − p2 )
In order to validate that the nonlinear model is represented well by its linear approximation, the step responses of both are compared. Figure 9 demonstrates the
steps done at two different VGT positions of 60 → 50%
and 100 → 90% which correspond to different levels
of intake manifold pressure. It can be seen that the
linear model has a slight offset at higher pressure level,
although the transient is similar. Also, the reverse control
action of uvgt → pi (i.e. the increase in the control signal
uvgt causes the boost pressure pi to decrease) is well
captured. It can be seen that the process is stable and
of minimum phase. As it is important for the plant to
possess the property of the minimum-phase (from uvgt
to pi ) for the indirect MRAC design, an additional set
of experiments has been done on the engine testbed.
Figure 10 demonstrates the steps in VGT position with
the amplitude of about 25% (closing) and 50% (opening)
as well as the boost pressure pi response. These steps
are performed at two different OPs in order to confirm
the absence of the non-minimum phase property for the
entire operating range dealt with in this work.
Therefore, for the rest of this work the plant G(s) is
assumed to be minimum-phase within the considered
operating range.
B. Indirect model reference adaptive control
In this work, a variation of model reference adaptive
control algorithm is proposed for dealing with the timevarying engine dynamics. Specifically, the indirect version of MRAC is utilized because it possesses guaranteed asymptotic stability property for our system under several assumptions which we review in the next
subsection. In addition, indirect adaptive control offers
flexibility concerning the identifier and the controller as
these are represented by separate subsystems.
The idea of the indirect adaptive control algorithm is
to first construct the fixed-parameter control structure
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1) Observer: the goal of the observer is to produce a
recursive estimate of the process parameters k, z1 , p1 and
p2 which can then be used to construct a controller. In
order to achieve this, a parametrization of the process in
Eq. 13 is introduced in a way that these and identified
parameters are related linearly
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Fig. 10. Experimental data: the VGT step changes are done at two
different OP (1400 rpm, 200 Nm) and (1600 rpm, 300 Nm). It can be
seen that the response is minimum phase.

Control signal

Controller

s2 pi = (α2 s + α1 )psp
i − (β2 s + β1 )pi .

Measurement

Parameter
calculation

Fig. 11. Block-diagram of indirect model reference adaptive controller.

with parameters being functions of the plant parameters.
These parameters are then replaced by their estimates
obtained via recursive online identification, thus making
the overall controller adaptive. While the indirect MRAC
has been discussed in details in [13], [26], we review
its implementation for our particular system hereafter.
The indirect MRAC is demonstrated in Fig. 11 and
consists of the controller, identifier and the parameter
transformation block.
The indirect adaptive control scheme utilizes the identification (rather than tracking) error as the core of the
update mechanism
e = pident
− pi
i

(14)

where pident
and pi are the identified and measured
i
boost pressure, respectively. The desired behavior of the
closed-loop system in model-reference control is determined by the linear model defined in such a way that its
relative degree is the same as the degree of the process
M (s) = km

2
nm (s)
ωm
s+1
= 2
,
2
dm (s)
s + 2ζm ωm s + ωm

(15)

where km , nm (s), dm (s) are the model gain, numerator
and denominator polynomials, respectively, and ωm and
ζm are the tuning parameters that can be adjusted in
order to obtain a desired response.

(17)

psp
i

are not available, the
As the derivatives of pi and
Hurwitz polynomial ξ(s) = s2 + ξ2 s + ξ1 is introduced to
remedy this problem. Therefore, the parametrization of
the output pi can be written as
pi =

Identifier

(16)

where kp , np (s) and dp (s) denote the process gain,
numerator and denominator polynomials, respectively.
The following expression can be derived easily

Indirect model reference
adaptive controller

Set-point

np (s)
α2 s + α1
pi
= kp
= 2
,
psp
d
(s)
s
+ β2 s + β1
p
i

b(s)
a(s) sp
(pi ) +
(pi )
ξ(s)
ξ(s)

(18)

where the time-varying polynomials a(s) and b(s) are
defined as
a(s) = α2 s + α1 = kp np (s)
(19)
b(s) = (ξ2 − β2 )s + (ξ1 − β1 ) = ξ(s) − dp (s)
In order to proceed to recursive parameter identification
and control, Eq. 18 needs to be converted to timedomain. This can be done by introducing the following
notation


 
0
1
0
Ξ=
bξ =
(20)
−ξ1 −ξ2
1
and defining the filters ẇ(i) for set-point psp
i and output
pi as
ẇ(1) = Ξw(1) + bξ psp
i

(21)

ẇ(2) = Ξw(2) + bξ pi ,

The process output pi from Eq. 18 can now be easily
written in time-domain as
e
pi (t) = a∗T w(1) (t) + b∗T w(2) (t) = π ∗ w
∗

(22)

∗

where the parameter vector π ( denotes the nominal
parameter value) is defined as


 
π ∗ = a∗1 a∗2 b∗1 b∗2 = α1∗ α2∗ ξ1 − β1∗ ξ2 − β2∗
| {z } | {z }
a∗T

and

b∗T

h
e = w1(1)
w

(23)
(1)

w2

(2)

w1

(2)

w2

i

∈ R4

(24)

The identified output of the process pident
is written in
i
a similar fashion to Eq. 22 as
eT
pident
= πw
i

(25)

A gradient descent method is employed to recursively
update the parameter vector π as the new measurements
become available
e
π̇ = −γew,
(26)
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where γ > 0 is the tuning parameter which solely
determines the parameter convergence speed.
The update law is extended with robustness modification similar to the ones discussed in [27], [28]
e − σ(π − π0 ),
π̇ = −γew

(27)

where π0 denotes the previous estimate of π. Such a
modification aims at preventing the unbounded growth
of the parameter vector π and keeps the parameters close
to their previous estimate π0 .
2) Controller: the controller structure itself was proposed in [13] as
d(s)
c(s)
uvgt +
pi →
ξ(s)
ξ(s)
ξ(s)
d(s)
=
(c0 psp
pi )
i +
ξ(s) − c(s)
ξ(s)

uvgt = c0 psp
i +
→ uvgt

(28)

where c(s) and d(s) are the time-varying controller polynomials. Combining the latter with
pi = kp

np (s)
uvgt
dp (s)

(29)

we can write the transfer function from psp
i → pi
pi
c0 kp ξ(s)np (s)
sp =
pi
(ξ(s) − c(s))dp (s) − kp np (s)d(s)

(30)

Since the goal of the controller is the model following, the foregoing transfer function has to match the
model M (s) defined in Eq. 15. Therefore, by defining
ξ(s) = ξ0 (s)nm (s), we can easily write the matching
equality M (s) ↔ G(s) in order to evaluate the controller
parameters c and d
(ξ0 (s)nm (s) − c(s))dp (s) − kp (s)np (s)d(s) =
kp
c0
ξ0 (s)dm (s)np (s)
km

(31)

Recalling the parametrization in Eq. 19 the time-varying
controller polynomials become apparent
c(s) = ξ(s) −
d(s) =
c0 =

1
q(s)a(s)
a2

1
(q(s)ξ(s) − q(s)b(s) − ξ0 dm (s))
a2

(32)

km
,
a2

where a(s) and b(s) are polynomials defined in Eq. 19,
and the quotient q(s) is evaluated as
q(s) =

ξ0 (s)dm (s)
ξ(s) − b(s)

(33)

The proposed adaptive controller in Eq. 28 does not
include the knowledge on the saturation limits of the
generated control signal naturally and these must therefore be physically enforced


if
uvgt ≤ 0
uvgt = 0
T
(34)
uvgt = θw
if
0 < uvgt < 1


uvgt = 1
if
uvgt ≥ 1

8

where 0 corresponds to fully closed VGT, 1 to fully open
and the vectors are


θ = c0 c1 c2 d1 d2 ∈ R5
(35a)
h
i
T
T
w = psp
(35b)
w(1)
w(2) ∈ R5
i
where c0 , c1 , c2 , d1 and d2 are the coefficients of timevarying polynomials defined in Eq. 32.
C. Stability
The diesel engine model in Section II-A represents a
set of nonlinear coupled ODEs (Eq. 1-4). The closed-loop
control of such a system with adaptive LTV controller
makes analytical stability proof a nontrivial task. Therefore, in this section, we consider stability of the indirect
MRAC via a local linear approximation G(s) (Eq. 13) of
the original process model, and the stability of the full
nonlinear adaptive control system will be demonstrated
by means of simulation and experiments in Sections IV
and V, respectively.
When it comes to model reference adaptive control,
the stability can not be proved using the Lyapunov
approach as it requires the assumption on the parameters
to be initially sufficiently close to their nominal (optimal) values. In MRAC there is typically no knowledge
of the true parameter values. Therefore, the concept
of bounded-input bounded-state (BIBS) stability is normally used.
The proposed indirect MRAC system has been proved
(see Theorem 3.7.3 from [13]) to be BIBS stable (that is
10
for any psp
(combined state
i bounded, and x(0) ∈ R
of the model, observer and controller), the solution x(t)
remains bounded) under the following assumptions:
1) The process has to be SISO linear-time invariant
(LTI) strictly proper minimum phase system defined in accordance with G(s) = kp np (s)/dp (s)
with lower-bounded high-frequency gain kp . These
criteria are satisfied by the transfer function G(s)
of the linearized process defined in Eq. 13.
Note: in this work, however, a major interest is to
evaluate the ability of the controller to adapt to
time-varying dynamics of the engine. It is known,
that the mechanical wear and tear is typically a
long term process and the dynamics are therefore
slowly-time varying. By the definition, such system can be considered to be LTI on a small scale
(i.e. approximately invariant during a short period
of time) thus satisfying the stability assumption.
The key point here is that the adaptation should
always occur faster than the parameter variation, to
provide the parameter π → π ∗ convergence, where
π ∗ is the nominal parameter value. Therefore, the
aggressiveness of the process identification γ in
Eq. 26 should be chosen to satisfy the fast adaptation requirement, which can typically be done by
trial and error method.
2) The stable, minimum phase model has to be defined in accordance with M (s) = km nm (s)/dm (s)

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE INDIRECT MRAC
Controller gain γ
Sigma modification gain σ
Model M (s) natural frequency ω
Model M (s) damping coefficient ζ

9

Pressure (bar)
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1.6

1
0.1
1
1

1.2



0

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF THE PI CONTROLLER
Proportional gain P
Integral gain I

0.3
0.5

where monic polynomials nm (s) and dm (s) are
of the same degree as corresponding plant polynomials and km > 0. The model in M (s) =
2
ωm
s+1
in Eq. 15 is chosen accordingly, to
2
s2 +2ζm ωm s+ωm
provide the desired closed-loop performance.
3) The set-point psp
utilized for the closed-loop
i
boost pressure control is piecewise continuous and
bounded on R+ .
Thus, the proposed adaptive control system is BIBS
stable (with the locally linearized engine model).
IV. S IMULATION RESULTS
Before the proposed adaptive control system is deployed to the engine testbed, its performance has been
assessed via simulations in Matlab/Simulink. The engine
mean value model defined in Eq. 1-7 has been used in
simulations in place of the real engine. Not only this
allows to assess the controller capabilities for set-point
tracking (both in transient and steady-state operation)
and adaptation to time-varying dynamics of the engine,
but also to evaluate the stability and robustness of the
controller numerically under different operating conditions.
The proposed controller has been tuned to achieve
the desired step response by adjusting the gain γ, σ,
model parameters ω, ζ, identifier parameters Ξ, bξ and
also the parameter initial conditions π0 . The chosen
parameters are listed in Table II. The initial conditions
of the identifier parameters π0 affect the step-response
characteristics of the closed-loop system and their choice
is essentially a trial-and-error process.
Figure 12 (top) shows the transient boost pressure
set-point psp
= 1.2 → 1.4 bar tracking using MRAC
i
at constant engine speed ωe = 1500 rpm and torque
Me = 200 Nm.
In this simulation, the engine operates with nominal
(or initial tuning) dynamics defined in Eq. 5 until t=450
sec, when the VGT actuator behavior gets altered as
in Eq. 6. For comparison, the response of the standard
fixed-parameter PI-controller is also shown in the same

VGT position

Identifier parameter bξ
Initial conditions for the parameters π0


0
1
−1 −2

T
0 1
T
−1 −5 0

1.4


Identifier parameter Ξ

Indirect MRAC and PI control comparison
Dynamics change

1
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800
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0.5
0
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600
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Time (sec)
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Fig. 12. Simulation results: transient boost pressure set-point (psp
i =
1.2 → 1.4 bar) tracking with MRAC vs PID under nominal and altered
dynamics of the VGT actuator. The time instant t = 450 s for dynamics
change is marked with vertical dashed line.

Figure 12. The PI-controller was tuned to obtain the same
rise time for the case of nominal actuator dynamics and
its parameters are shown in Table III.
It can be seen that the PI-controlled engine demonstrates oscillatory response with the altered actuator
dynamics when the boost pressure set-point is changed
(at time t = 490s).
While the PI-controller keeps oscillating, the MRAC
starts the adaptation once the new information (i.e. the
change of the measured output) becomes available. The
adaptation period is highlighted in yellow in Fig. 12 and
it can be seen that some oscillations appear. The step
response of the adapted controller has two overshoots,
however settles down quickly.
It is worth noting here, that the actuator dynamics
change in real-life scenario is a slowly-time varying
process, i.e. slow parameter drift over extended period
of time. However, the simulation was done with more
aggressive dynamics variation in step-like fashion, for
improved confidence and compactness of the data representation in Fig. 12. The actual position of the VGT
actuator is also shown in Fig. 12 (bottom). As discussed
in Section II-B the actual position cannot always match
the desired one due to the limitations of the actuator.
This causes a small steady state-offset for the boost pressure and control signal spikes (for example at t = 220s,
t = 240s, t = 260s for PID in Fig. 12 (top)).
The identifier parameters π of MRAC are shown in
Fig. 13 (corresponds to the simulation in Fig. 12). It can
be seen that the identifier parameters vary depending
on the measured process output (e.g. t=250. . .450 s). The
parameters update due to the altered engine dynamics
is highlighted in yellow.
The corresponding control gains θ are evaluated as
discussed in Section III and are also shown in Fig. 13.
V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The engine testbed used for the adaptive control concept testing is shown in Fig. 14. The full engine control system (including closed-loop PI control for speed,

1
0.5
0

Indirect MRAC parameters
31

CONTROLLER

Adaptation of control gains due
to altered system dynamics

32

33

34

TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION SCENARIOS FOR ADAPTIVE
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Fig. 13. Simulation results: parameter π identification of altered system
dynamics with MRAC identifier as well as control gains θ adaptation
is shown. The regions of identification and gains’ adaptation are
highlighted in yellow.
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10
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40

Fig. 14. Engine testbed on which all experiments discussed in this
work have been performed. The air flow inside the engine is shown
with arrows.

load, fuel pressure, etc.) is implemented using National
Instruments (NI) rapid-prototyping hardware. The PI
controllers are tuned manually and, therefore, no production type controllers is used. The proposed adaptive
boost controller is constructed in Matlab/Simulink. It
is then compiled into *.dll file in order to allow for
the LabVIEW/Simulink co-simulation. All the measured
data presented in this section was post-processed by
applying a low-pass filter in order to eliminate the highfrequency measurement noise components and improve
visual comprehension. The goal of this section is to
confirm the results obtained via simulation.
Table IV summarizes the two verification test scenarios
that have been set up for testing the adaptive controller.
These test scenarios have been designed to evaluate the
controllers ability to track sudden set-points variations
as well as their ability to operate in real-world conditions
when the engine operation at constant speed is affected
by the load disturbance. The latter is the most popular
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Fig. 15. Experimental results (evaluation): MRAC vs PID with nominal
dynamics of the VGT actuator. The response of both controllers is
demonstrated for step change in the boost pressure set-point psp
i =
1.1 → 1.3 bar. The experiment is run at the engine speed ωe = 1400
rpm and load torque Me = 200 Nm.

operating scenario in marine industry, especially when
speaking about large cargo vessels.
The designed adaptive controller was deployed to the
engine after being tuned in simulation as discussed in
Section IV and little extra tuning was required to achieve
better response for the real engine.
Both of the above scenarios have been evaluated
with nominal and altered actuator dynamics. The altered dynamics conditions are implemented as software
(rather than real actuator damage) in accordance with
Section II-B. Such implementation allows for repeatable
experiments without the need to replace the damaged
components.
The fixed-parameter PI-controller is also evaluated in
all of the test runs and serves as a baseline controller.
1) Test case 1: at first, both controllers are evaluated
with nominal dynamics of the VGT actuator. Figure 15
demonstrates the test run for the scenario 1 when the
engine was run @(1400 rpm, 200 Nm) and the stepchange for the boost pressure set-point was done as
psp
i = 1.1 → 1.3 bar. It can be seen that the controllers are
tuned for approximately the same time-domain characteristics and both are stable.
In the next run, the dynamics of the actuator were
altered as discussed in Section II-B in order to imitate
the degraded (worn out) performance. The same engine
OP was used in this test run as in the previous run with
the nominal parameters. The response of both controllers
for the step-change in set-point psp
= 1.1 → 1.3 bar
i
is demonstrated in Fig. 16. It can be clearly seen that
the adaptive controller outperforms the fixed-parameters
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Fig. 16. Experimental results (evaluation): MRAC vs PID under altered
dynamics of the VGT actuator. The response of both controllers is
demonstrated for step change in the boost pressure set-point psp
i =
1.1 → 1.3 bar. Considerable oscillations appear for PID-controlled
engine. The experiment is run at the engine speed ωe = 1400 rpm
and load torque Me = 200 Nm.

PI-controller in the updated operating conditions. The
time-domain characteristics of the engine response with
MRAC remain relatively unaffected by the new actuator
dynamics and the controller is stable. However, PI controller is strongly affected by the slower dynamics of the
new actuator and becomes marginally stable.
2) Test case 2: once, the controllers have been validated
at the steady-state engine OP, a more complicated test
run was done using the realistic test-case scenario 2.
In this scenario, the engine is still operated at constant
speed of 1400 rpm, however this time the transient load
is applied and the set-point for the boost pressure psp
i
is taken from the reference map f (ωe , Me ) (which again
looks like a dynamic variable for reasons described in
Subsection II-C). While the boost pressure set-point psp
i
during load transient is similar to the manually chosen
one (as in the previous test run), this experiment is
more complicated for the boost controller. In this case,
apart from actual set-point tracking, a load disturbance
affecting the engine (and particularly boost pressure
behavior) is added. Since this is the way, the engines
are operated on-board ships, the controller have to be
verified under such operating conditions. The recorded
data for both adaptive and PI controllers is shown in
Fig. 17 for the case of degraded actuator dynamics. It can
be seen, that both controllers demonstrate performance
similar to the previous run in Fig. 16. We note here that
for the speed-load control of diesel engine the injected
fuel quantity can typically be presented. However, in this
work, the focus is done on boost pressure control and its
adaptation and, therefore, the fueling data is omitted.
While the above-discussed oscillations of the boost
pressure do not significantly degrade the engine rotational speed, they do affect the engine-out lambda.
As lambda is known to be directly correlated to the
engine emissions and smoke as well as the engine fuel
consumption, it is highly undesirable to have lambda
oscillating [29]. Figure 18 presents measured lambda
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Fig. 17. Experimental results (realistic): MRAC vs PID under altered
dynamics of the VGT actuator. The boost pressure set-point psp
i comes
from the engine map f (Me , ωe ). The load transient 250 → 300 Nm is
shown @ 1500 rpm.

comparison for the previous test-run (Fig. 17). Significant
oscillations of lambda λPI in the PI controlled engine are
observed. Initial lambda undershoots for each of the controller (t=307 s for MRAC and t=314 s for PI) originate
from the load overshoot during transient (see Fig. 17).
After that, MRAC controlled engine demonstrates stable
lambda (as expected from Fig. 17), while the PI becomes
marginally stable with the second undershoot being even
slightly higher than the first one (peak values for λPI can
be seen in the figure).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, the indirect MRAC was proposed to
successfully deal with controlling marine diesel engine
under dynamic uncertainty originating from the mechanical wear of components. In order to tackle this
problem, control adaptation to time-varying engine dynamics was proposed to maintain the nominal engine
performance.
Numerical simulations showed that the proposed
adaptive control system is stable and robust in the pres-
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Fig. 18. Experimental results (realistic): Measured engine-out lambda
comparison for adaptive and fixed-parameter control corresponding
to the test-run in Fig. 17 (degraded actuator dynamics). It can be
seen that oscillatory PI-controlled boost-pressure resulted in lambda
oscillations with significantly greater amplitude than that of MRAC.
Steady-state value of λ is evaluated as mean value of λMRAC with
MRAC controlled engine. Peak values of λPI are also shown.

ence of uncertain actuator dynamics satisfying specified
assumptions.
Eventually, the control system was validated with onengine tests at the university engine laboratory. Realistic
engine operating scenario was used during this validation phase with the constant speed, load transients and
boost pressure set-point taken from the engine map.
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N OMENCLATURE
Acronyms
CI
LP
LTV
MAP
MRAC
OP
PE
VGT

compression ignition
linearization point
linear time-varying
manifold absolute pressure
model reference adaptive control
operating point
persistently exciting
variable geometry turbocharger

Controller and identifier
α1 , α2 , β1 , β2
parametrization of the numerator and
denominator polynomials of the process
π0
estimate of π at previous time-instant
π
vector of process parameters
θ
vector of process parameters
Ξ
identifier tuning parameter
bξ
identifier tuning parameter
w
regressor vector

a1 , a2 , b1 , b2
c0 , c1 , c2 , d1 , d2
dm
dp
G(s)
km
kp
M (s)
nm
np
pident
i
p1 , p2
uvgt
z1
e

12

identifier tuning parameter
model natural frequency (tuning parameter)
gain of the robustness modification of
the identification algorithm
arbitrary monic Hurwitz polynomial
coefficients of an arbitrary monic Hurwitz polynomial
model damping coefficient (tuning parameter)
time-domain process parameters (components of vector π)
controller adaptive gains
denominator of the reference model
transfer function
denominator of the process transfer
function
process transfer function
gain of the reference model transfer
function
gain of the process transfer function
reference model transfer function
numerator of the reference model
transfer function
numerator of the process transfer function
identified boost pressure, bar
poles of the process transfer function
VGT actuator commanded position
zero of the process transfer function
identification error, bar

Physical and geometrical quantities
δvgt
VGT position control increment, V
η
efficiency, %
γc = cp,i /cv,i
specific heat ratio
λ
air-fuel ratio
µc = (γc − 1)/γc constant
ωe
engine speed, rad/s
ψ(·)
flow correction coefficient
τc
turbocharger time-constant
τact
VGT actuator model time-constant
Avgt
VGT effective area, m2
cp,i
gas specific heat constant, J·kg−1 K−1
Hi
lower heating value of the fuel, MJ/kg
Me
engine torque, Nm
Ml
load torque, Nm
Ne
engine rotational speed, rpm
Pc
compressor power, W
pr,t
downstream to upstream pressure ratio
J
mass moment of inertia, kg·m2
R
specific gas constant, J·kg−1 K−1
T
temperature, K
V
manifold volume, m3
W
mass flow, kg/s
Subscripts
a

ambient
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c
e
i
is
l
vgt
x

compressor
engine
intake
isentropic
load
turbine
exhaust
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